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The United Kingdom provides a public health system spanning primary, secondary and tertiary care in both community and hospital settings, managed by one level of government, through the National Health Service (NHS). The NHS was established in 1948 “to provide healthcare for all citizens, based on need, not the ability to pay”. Although regarded as high quality service in international comparisons, the NHS, like other national health systems, is struggling to provide a service that meets all expectations. There are increasing expectations of higher quality of care, often more expensive and dependent on emerging technology, which often prolongs and complicates care. There are also difficulties in recruitment and retention of an appropriately skilled workforce, partly due to the European Working Time Directive (which limits weekly working hours), the imminent retirement of the “baby boomer” generation, and the impact of European Union immigration laws, which make more difficult the traditional reliance on international medical graduates from former Commonwealth countries.

Responses have come from both the community and the government. A private health care system has developed alongside and almost completely independent of the NHS, particularly in the south-east of England, to cater for those prepared to pay to avoid waiting lists for both simpler and more expensive elective procedures. Those who cannot afford private health care are increasingly challenging decisions that can be seen as “rationing” health care, and are increasingly winning. The government response has been broad and expensive, including increased infrastructure development, often through Private Finance Initiatives, substantial pay rises for doctors and nurses, and changes to health workforce career structures and training pathways, predominantly in the medical profession. Despite these responses, the NHS is regarded as being in chaos, with substantial budget overruns and failures to meet clinical performance targets. This has provoked consideration of more radical proposals, such as broadening the funding base through “opt-out” health insurance levies, and allowing further corporatisation of primary care. Further, the education and training initiatives have attracted controversy because of problems managing the single, nationally centralised selection and matching system. As a result of this perceived failure, potentially resulting in unemployment for recent UK medical graduates, managers have resigned, the system is being redesigned almost in panic mode, and there is a risk that some of the reforms may be cancelled.

Here, I describe the reforms to medical education in the UK, discuss why they have encountered so much difficulty, and suggest lessons for those considering similar reforms elsewhere.

Rationale for reforming medical education

Medical education has not always necessarily reflected the needs of society. Undergraduate medical education is largely a responsibility of universities, which are primarily concerned with academic standards, developing thinking and questioning, and encouraging research. The medical profession also has great influence, as the application of theory, development of skills and role modelling is largely up to the medical practitioners who supervise more senior medical students, recent graduates and specialty trainees. Clinical teachers may be more driven by aspirations for standards of individual care and maintaining professional integrity. The influence of health care management and politicians has increased only recently, because the high cost of medical education is now more clearly visible amid large and generally overspent health care budgets, and there are more specific requirements of doctors. As is happening elsewhere, health care needs are changing because of the growing and ageing population, who will need increasingly expensive health care and have higher expectations of the quality of that care.

During the past decade, it was realised that the UK faced a substantial shortfall in the production of a locally trained workforce, and that it was risky to rely on immigration of doctors when global shortages of all categories of health care workers are predicted. The message from funders was that UK medical education would change to reflect current needs, and that the high costs
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would be met largely from central funding. In implementing the reforms, funders have effectively taken more control over what the “product” is and does, more directly linking changing health care needs to the development of different work practices and workforce models. In addition to needing more medical graduates, funders want graduates who are able to fill new roles — including performing new skills, and filling new specialties and health professions.

However, reforming medical education is a long process, with several discrete stages that reflect levels of training, experience and value to society. The response in the UK has been across all levels (see Box 1), but has placed more emphasis on undergraduate and early career training. The number of students entering medical courses has almost doubled, to over 8000 by 2006, and so the number of graduates will almost double by around 2010–2011.4 The number of medical students has almost doubled, to over 8000 by 2006, and so the number of graduates will almost double by around 2010–2011.4 The number of medical students has almost doubled, to over 8000 by 2006, and so the number of graduates will almost double by around 2010–2011.4

Implementation of the reforms

The reforms have been developed and implemented across all levels of medical education by several organisations, some of which are new. MMC is an NHS group that steers the development and implementation of reforms in postgraduate training, including the foundation programs and the entry to specialty training programs.5,8 The Postgraduate Medical Education and Training Board (PMETB) is an independent group responsible for the standards of specialty training curricula.9 The General Medical Council (GMC) has had to ensure that the expanded and new medical schools meet the required standards, outlined in Tomorrow’s doctors.10 There has been uncertainty over the potential for overlap between the GMC and PMETB, and it is possible that the roles of both will change.11 Strategic health authorities (the regional health management structures) have restructured again, and the roles of the postgraduate deans appear also to be changing, as more responsibility is devolved from the NHS centrally to these authorities. Medical schools now work with regional foundation schools and a school for each postgraduate specialty, and are having to manage substantial expansion with an academic workforce that is not increasing, and is ageing.12 The medical education landscape is now increasingly complex.

The NHS is one of the largest health care organisations in the world. Although all of the above national organisations are striving to achieve the desired reforms, it is difficult to ensure that all those potentially involved understand the changes. The Royal Colleges were occupied obtaining approval for their curricula and do not appear to have been otherwise actively engaged in some of the reforms. The British Medical Association (BMA) was publicly supportive, despite disquiet among the membership. At the level of individual NHS trusts (the local health management structures), which would be responsible for providing training posts, supervisors, and interviewers for short-listed applicants, there appears to have been even less engagement.

The biggest challenge was the decision to implement the early career changes as soon as possible. The Foundation Programme was piloted in 2005 and then rolled out across the entire UK in 2006, arguably before all was ready. However, this change has been relatively successful, partly because there was always a sharp transition between medical school and early postgraduate training, and there were about equal numbers of applicants and posts. Encouraged by this success, the MMC team pushed ahead with plans to introduce the new process for selecting applicants for specialty training, commencing in August 2007, with no real piloting. Here the greatest challenge was the selection process, as

## 1 A summary of changes at all levels of medical education in the United Kingdom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-medical school</td>
<td>Widening participation and access to programs to broaden student recruitment</td>
<td>Medical schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>General Medical Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Higher Education Funding Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Probable increased prescription of curriculum content</td>
<td>General Medical Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Possible national endpoint assessment process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior hospital training</td>
<td>Integrated 2-year foundation program</td>
<td>Modernising Medical Careers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organisation through regional foundation schools</td>
<td>Strategic health authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Postgraduate deaneries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialty training</td>
<td>Clearer, nationally consistent specialty training programs</td>
<td>Modernising Medical Careers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organisation through regional specialty schools</td>
<td>Postgraduate Medical Education and Training Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Royal Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing professional</td>
<td>Improved job planning for all medical staff</td>
<td>Local NHS trusts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development</td>
<td>Annual appraisal of performance, jointly with university for academic</td>
<td>Royal Colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clinicians5</td>
<td>Postgraduate deaneries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NHS = National Health Service.

## 2 Aims of Modernising Medical Careers

- Regulated access to foundation and specialty training posts
- Clearer criteria
- Clearer pathways
- More rapid progression
- Greater career flexibility
- Greater national consistency
the training programs were ready, with PMETB-approved training curricula and regional training schools in place. The selection process was a key part of the reform, as it would address past criticisms by being based on merit alone, not the name of the medical school, “old boy” networks or favouritism by local panels. Further, applicants need apply only once, ranking choices, rather than applying to several different programs through different processes.

The choice of a web-based Medical Training Application System (MTAS), which just coped with the previous year’s Foundation Programme applications, appeared to be an obvious solution for such a large process (about 22,000 posts). However, the system failed to cope with the numbers of applicants (about 32,000), failed to provide meaningful data on which to rank applicants, and made openly available to anyone on the MMC website sensitive personal information about applicants. In the aftermath, the leadership of MMC and the BMA resigned, and the Secretary of State for Health faced a no-confidence motion in Westminster.13,14

There are important implications for medical education in the UK. Most observers would agree that some medical education reform is necessary, and even that the reforms within undergraduate medicine and early career progression were mostly reasonable and desirable. Had the MMC implementation been relatively trouble-free, then the reforms would most likely have proceeded without much difficulty, gaining acceptance and support. Instead, the failure of MTAS has allowed detractors — many of whom are simply opposed to some or all of the changes — to surface and appear to win. There is a substantial risk that necessary reforms may now not take place.

An important issue that may have long-term effects is the unexpected increase in the number of applicants. The NHS did not predict the “second wave” of increased applicants for UK specialty training — international medical graduates from the European Union. While recent immigration and licensing changes make it easier for international medical graduates from outside the European Economic Association (EEA) to work in the UK,15 it is easier for those from within this expanding organisation to come to the UK, because there are no migration barriers or language tests, and medical qualifications are automatically recognised. Hence, even before the expansion of UK undergraduate medical education has increased the pool of local applicants, the applicant pool is already larger than the available training posts. There are now realistic fears of unemployment and forced emigration of UK-trained medical graduates. If these gloomy predictions are accurate, there may be an even worse political crisis than that arising from the recent MTAS process.

Lessons for Australia and New Zealand

In looking back over events that went wrong, it is easy to be overly critical. On the other hand, almost certainly lessons may be learned from a case study of the UK reforms, particularly as most of the proposed reforms appear to be sensible and could, in principle, be applied in Australia and New Zealand. First, it is clear that workforce predictions are very difficult, as they rely on past data and current models to design the future. While it may not be possible to get this right, having a back-up plan seems a sound idea. For example, a back-up manual system should be designed into any large-scale web-based system, not developed late amid panic.

Second, although having a single, national health system is a potential advantage in implementing integrated, whole-of-system reform, the consensus is that too much was rushed though across the entire, large and complex system. The NHS is, in fact, a devolved structure, with 10 regional health structures in England, and separate regions in Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland. It is therefore likely that reforms at each level of medical career progression could have been piloted in some regions before wider implementation, limiting the scale of negative consequences. Australia and New Zealand should consider using the different state and national jurisdictions to trial components of the reforms before wider application.

Third, it is difficult to effect reform at one level of medical education without considering the complexity of the whole education and training system. Dramatically increasing local medical graduate production without a plan to manage medical immigration now looks foolish. Undergraduate, early career and continuing medical education are closely interconnected. The Australian junior doctor curriculum framework is a sound development,16 but, if early career training is to be reformed, it must be designed to cope with the expansion of undergraduate medical education.

Fourth, although there was widespread discussion within health management and medical education circles about the need for change and the chosen strategies, the level of engagement of the doctors who had to apply for, or implement, the system is unclear. Recent events suggest that most were not “ready” for the changes. A related issue is that of clarity of the complex organisational structures and their roles. While MMC was being developed, there was substantial debate about the roles and responsibilities of other professional bodies, such as the GMC, and the creation of new bodies, such as PMETB. Many participants appear confused about who is responsible for which part of medical education reform and implementation. Adherence to simple change-management theory and practice might have improved the acceptance of change and reduced the confusion.

Finally, while medical education reform will require a substantial investment of time and energy of thousands of clinicians, medical education does not often appear in the job plans and appraisal processes of most consultants and GPs, and is poorly rewarded. Medical education will need to be nurtured as a career pathway, probably alongside a more traditional medical career, and individuals on that pathway will need specific preparation and support. While it is early days, the new Academy of Medical Educators aims to improve career progress and support for those who choose to play a role in medical education in the UK. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 Lessons for other jurisdictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Aim for integrated, national reform of all levels of medical education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engage stakeholders and strive for agreement before proceeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Beware of creating overlapping, potentially confusing organisational structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Seek evidence to design strategies for change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Have a back-up plan for implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pilot and evaluate strategies before wider implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overly reward educational activity of clinicians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evaluate and contribute to the evidence base to assist others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lessons for Australia and New Zealand

In looking back over events that went wrong, it is easy to be overly critical. On the other hand, almost certainly lessons may be learned from a case study of the UK reforms, particularly as most of the proposed reforms appear to be sensible and could, in principle, be applied in Australia and New Zealand. First, it is clear that workforce predictions are very difficult, as they rely on past data and current models to design the future. While it may not be possible to get this right, having a back-up plan seems a sound idea. For example, a back-up manual system should be designed into any large-scale web-based system, not developed late amid panic.
similar initiative may be worth considering in Australia and New Zealand.

Potential lessons are summarised in Box 3. The message for other jurisdictions should be that, if medical education reform is necessary, it will be difficult unless done correctly, and the UK experience can provide constructive assistance.

Conclusion

Changes to medical education are inevitable and, indeed, are happening around us — often not as a single process or under the control of any single organisation, because of the complex surrounding organisational and political context. Resisting change is unlikely to succeed, and may well further fragment change and result in poor outcomes. The UK deserves applause for grappling with complex issues and imperfect data, and for designing comprehensive system reform that should produce a more flexible, “fit-for-purpose” medical workforce. The critical error in implementation was arguably in the management of change — moving too fast, too soon — almost certainly aggravated by the complexity of the system of medical education and the failure of a risky, web-based application system. Australia and New Zealand face similar medical education and workforce challenges, and should reflect on the UK experience before proceeding far with their own reforms.
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